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TMS: HOW DOES IT WORK?
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TMS: HOW 
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TMS POTENTIAL: SINGLE PULSE

Motor threshold

Motor evoked potential

Silent period

Cortical excitability

Excitability of GABA-B 

circuits

TMS POTENTIAL: DOUBLE PULSE

Excitability of    GABA-A GLUTAMMATE
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TMS POTENTIAL: REPETITIVE

Repetitive TMS (rTMS) Theta burst

LTP

LTD

REPETITIVE TMS AND PLASTICITY

Long Term Potentiation (LTP): rTMS > 3Hz 
neuronal facilitation that lasts after HF rTMS trains 

Long Term Depression (LTD): rTMS< 1Hz 
depression of neuronal activity persisting after low-
frequency trains 
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CORTICAL EXCITABILITY MEASURES:                      
TMS EVOKED POTENTIALS (TEP)

Direct recording of EEG 
induced  by magnetic 
stimulation

RTMS SWALLOVING DYSPHAGIA

Physiological /pathophysiopatological
mechanisms

Potential therapeutical applications

To explore
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Greater amplitude of responses of 
esophagus and pharinx muscle for 
right hemisphere stimulation 

Non dysphagic stroke

Dysphagic stroke, good recovery

Dysphagic stroke, no recovery
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Motor cortex

Peripheral stimulation

Healthy control Patient with dysphagia

Motor cortex

Peripheral stimulation

Right hemisphere

Affected hemisphereLeftt hemisphere

Unaffected hemisphere

Affected hemisphere

Unaffected hemisphere

Healthy controls Stroke non dysphagic pt Stroke dysphagic pt
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1. Cerebellum, dorsal pons

2. Left amigdala, left mesial frontal and 

cyngulate cortex

3. Right insula, bil. sensory motor cortices

1 2

3

PET TMS

It is tconceivable that the shortened swallow timings in our study represent a 

maladaptive behavioural response, resulting in poorer overall control of the 

bolus, with higher potential risk of aspiration. 

Inhibitory effects observed only for high intensity  1 Hz 

rTMS; no effects by cTBS
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(A) The lesion is followed by sham 5-Hz rTMS; excitability of both the virtually 

lesioned (filled diamond) and nonlesioned (open square) hemispheres 

decreases. 

(B) The lesion is followed by active 5-Hz rTMS to the contralateral unlesioned

hemisphere, which completely reverses the depressed cortical excitability in 

both hemispheres. 

Reversal of the reduction in swallowing reaction time 

following a virtual lesion is seen when the lesion is followed 

by active (real) 5-Hz rTMS (closed diamond)

compared with sham (open square) for both (A) normal 

and (B) fast swallowing reaction times, with the effect 

lasting for at least 60 minutes. 
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INTERHEMISPHERIC COMPETITION VS 
COOPERATION

CompetitionCooperation

INTERHEMISPHERIC COMPETITION
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INTERHEMISPHERIC COOPERATION

NIBS FOR POST-STROKE DYSPHAGIA

Different, inconsistent results principally due to small  series 
and different methodological parameters of the studies 
examined 
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DIFFERENT RTMS TREATMENT APPROACHES

1. 1 Hz rTMS of the unaffected hemisphere to restore 

interhemispheric imbalance (competition theory) 

2. HF rTMS of the affected hemisphere to increase its activity

3. HF rTMS of the unaffected hemisphere to favor 

compensation for defective hemisphere (cooperation theory)

rTMS at 1 Hz was 
applied for 20 min per 
day every day for 5 days 
to the healthy 
hemisphere to decrease 
transcallosal inhibition. 

1
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3 Hz, 120% RMT 10 trains x 30 stim. = 300 stim

Affected hemisphere

1 session x day for 5 days

2

Changes in Penetration aspiration scale

3
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Swallowing function assessments based on clinical severity. 

(A.1) Raw score of Clinical Dysphagia Scale (CDS), 

(A.2) Changes in the Clinical Dysphagia Scale (CDS) score, 

(B.1) raw score of Dysphagia Outcome and Severity Scale (DOSS), 

(B.2) changes in the Dysphagia Outcome and Severity Scale (DOSS) score. 

T1:immediately after the intervention;T2:3weeksaftercessationoftheintervention.

Swallowing function assessments based on the videofluoroscopic
swallowing study (VFSS). 
(A.1) Raw score of Penetration Aspiration Scale (PAS), 
(A.2) changes in the Penetration Aspiration Scale (PAS) score, 
(B.1) raw score of Videofluoroscopic Dysphagia Scale (VDS), 
(B.2) changes in the Videofluoroscopic Dysphagia Scale (VDS)
T1: immediately after intervention; T2: 3 weeks after cessation of 
intervention.
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CONCLUSIONS

TMS and related techniques allowed significant insight about cortico-motor connections underlying
swalloving mechanisms and their plasticity but many even relevant aspects about cortical connectivity
and role of each involved structures remain to be cleared; a useful role under such respect could be
played by techniques able to study functional electroncephalographic imaging and connectivity and the
ability to observe its modulation by TMS, through high density EEG and TMS EEG

rTMS showed evidence of efficacy in post-stroke dysphagia but has not evaluated in other form of
neural dysphagia due to degenerative or inflammatory diseases.(multiple sclerosis, Parkinson disease
etc)

Even for post-stroke dysphagia, more evidence is needed with studies on larger series, combined
sensorial stimulation protocols and associated behavioural treatment.

Moreover, other methodological aspects concerning rTMS parameters (intensity, pulses, sessions, site
and side and as showed more recently, neuronavigation, unilateral vs bil stimulation) remain to be
defined to obtain optimal stimulation set for therapeutical applications.


